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ABS1RACT 

Consider a linear system 1: that, apart from a control input and a measurement output, 

has two exogenous inputs and two exogenous outputs. Controlling such a system by 

means of a measurement feedback compensator 1:c results in a closed loop system 

with two inputs and two outputs. Hence. the closed loop transfer matrix can be parti

tioned as a two by two block matrix. 

The problem addressed in this paper consists of the following. 

Given 1: and any positive number E. is it possible to find 1:c such that the off-diagonal 

blocks of the closed loop transfer matrix. in a suitable norm, are smaller than E? 

For the solvability of this problem necessary and sufficient conditions will be derived. 

Keywords & Phrases 

Almost non interacting control, measurement feedback. common solution to a pair of linear matrix 

equations. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper we shall be concerned with a control problem that arises in the field of almost (or approxi

mate) non interacting control by measurement feedback. 

We consider a plant (a system) which, in addition to a control input and a measurement output, has two 

exogenous inputs and two exogenous outputs. Controlling such a plant by means of a measurement 

feedback compensator results in a closed loop system which has two inputs and two outputs. 

exogenous 
inputs 

control 
input 

u 

plant 
-

L--l compensator 

y 

exogenous 
outputs 

measurement 
output 

Figure 1. 

Prior to the formulation of the main problem of this paper we shall mention a problem that appears in 

the context of exact non interacting control by measurement feedback. However, we note that this prob

lem is not yet solved and will not be solved here. It is just meant to be an introduction to our problem. 

For a given plant we shall say that the problem of exact non interacting control by measurement feed

back is solvable if there exists a compensator such that in the closed loop system of plant and compen

sator the exogenous output zl (respectively zz) is not influenced by the exogenous input V2 (respec

tively VI). 

Stated in terms of transfer matrices the problem of exact non interacting control by measurement feed

back reads as follows. Given a plant, find a measurement feedback compensator such that the transfer 

matrix of the resulting closed loop system, when partitioned according to the exogenous inputs and out

puts, is block diagonal. If the problem is solvable the corresponding compensator is said to achieve 

exact non interaction. 

As anounced, the statement of this problem merely serves as an introduction to and a motivation for the 

problem considered in this paper. The latter will be the almost version of the above mentioned problem 

and will be formulated as follows. Given a plant as above, we shall say that the problem of almost non 

interacting control by measurement feedback is solvable if for any positive number E a measurement 

feedback compensator can be found such that the transfer matrix of the resulting closed loop system, 

partitioned according to the exogenous input an.d outputs, has off-diagonal blocks which, in a suitable 

norm, are smaller than E. If the problem is solvable, it will be said that it is possible to achieve almost 

non interaction. 
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At this point we want to make clear that the main contribution of the present paper lies in the fact that 

instead of allowing (dynamic) state feedback in order to achieve almost non interaction (cf. Willems 

[8], Trentelman & van der Woude [7]), in this paper we require almost non interaction to be achieved 

by measurement feedback. 

As will be clear from the problem formulation (or from Figure 1) the non interacting control problem 

(both the exact as well as the almost version) is a self dual problem. Roughly speaking this means that 

the formulation of the non interacting control problem by measurement feedback for our pIant has the 

same structure as the formulation of the same problem for the "dual" plant. (Reversing the directions 

of the arrows in Figure 1 does not really change the structure of Figure 1.) This idea of self duality will 

also show up in the necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of our main problem. 

Also, by Figure 1, it is clear that the point of view on non interacting control as exposed in this paper 

is completely different from the so-called "classical" approach to non interacting control (cf. Wonham 

Ill]. Hautus & Heyman [2]). The latter requires the plant, apart from a control input and a measure

ment output, only to have k exogenous outputs, where k is an integer larger than or equal to two. Now 

the problem of exact non interacting control by measurement feedback in the "classical" context is said 

to be solvable if there exists a compensator with k + 1 inputs, (one of which is the measurement output 

of the pIant) and with one output (serving as the control input of the plant) such that the transfer matrix 

of the closed loop system, when partitioned with respect to the remaining inputs and outputs, is block 

diagonal 

The problem of almost non interacting control by measurement feedback in the "classical" sense can be 

formulated in a similar fashion. 

The set up of this paper is as follows. 

In Section 2 we shall give the mathematical formulation of the almost non interacting control problem 

by measurement feedback. Also, in Section 2, we give notation and recall some well-known results. 

Section 3 contains some new results, fundamental to the solution of our problem. These results concern 

the existence of a common solution to a pair of linear matrix equations. In Section 4 the main result of 

this paper is stated. It provides necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of the almost non 

interacting control problem by measurement feedback for plants as considered in this paper. In Section 

5, an algorithm is given to obtain (when possible) a compensator that achieves almost non interaction 

with a prescribed accuracy. Furthermore, in Section 5, conclusions and remarks are given. 
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2. Problem formulation 

Consider the finite-dimensionallinear time-invariant system :E given by 

y(t) = C x(t) , 

(la) 

(lb) 

(tc) 

with x(t) e IR" the state of the system, u(t) e IRIn the control input. Vl(t) e /Rqt, V2(1) e IR qz the 

exogenous inputs, yet) e IRP the measurement output and %1(1) e /R'I, %2(t) e IR'Z the exogenous 

outputs of :E. 

In the above A • B • C. G 1. G 2. HI and H 2 are real matrices of the appropriate dimensions. 

In this paper we shall assume that the system (1) is controlled by means of a measurement feedback 

compensator r... described by 

'IV (t) = K W (I) + L y (I) 

U(/) = M wet) + N yet) 

(2a) 

(2b) 

with w (t) e IR W the state of the compensator and K, L, M and N real matrices of appropriate dimen

sions. Sometimes we shall denote r... by the matrices K, L, M and N, i.e. :Ec = (K ,L.M ,N). 

Interconnection of:E and r... yields a closed loop system with two exogenous inputs Vt(t) and "112(/). and 

with two exogenous outputs %1(t) and %2(/). This closed loop system is described by 

Here we have denoted 

Hi,. = [Hi 0] • i = 1,2. 

In the frequency domain, the plant :E is described by 

yes) = C(sl-Ar1 B u(s) + C(sl-Ar1 G 1 Vl(S) + C(sl-Ar1 G 2"11z(s) , 

%l(S) = H l(sl-A r 1 B u (s) + H l(sl -A r 1 G1 "IIl(S) + H l(sl-Ar1 G2 vz(s) , 

z2(S) = H 2(sl-Ar1 B u(s) + Hisl-Arl G I "III(S) + H z(sl-Ar1 Gz "IIz(s) , 

while the compensator r... is described by 

u(s) = F(s)y(s) 

whereF(s)=M(sl-KrlL +N. 

(3a) 

(3b) 
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Consequently, the closed loop transfer matrix between the input Vj (s) and the output Zi (s) (i.e. 

Hi,e(s! -A .. rl Gj,e) satisfies: 

Hi, .. (s! -Aer1 Gj ... = Hi(s! -Arl B X(s)C(sI -Ar1 Gj + Hi(s! -Arl Gj • 

where 

Xes) = (/-F(s)C(S! -Arl Br1 F(s) . 

Note that the inverse in the latter expression indeed exists since (I - F (s) C (sl - A r 1 B) is a bicausal 

rational matrix (cf. Hautus & Heyman [1)), which also implies that X (s) is a proper rational matrix. 

Furthermore, F (s) = X (s )(1 + C (s! -A r l B X (s )r1• 

In order to give a precise mathematical formulation of the problem considered in this paper we have to 

introduce the following. 

Let S == /R t be a real 1 -dimensional linear space with norm II- n, let s : /R + ~ S be a measurable func-

::y W~ili ~~u:_~~:~ :·:~:~:i~dll::pl::. ~:: I~::Y [:;~ :s:t~;p(:'f! ::: 
1 S P < 00 and II s 100 := ess.sup I s (1)1. 

teR+ 

We can now give the following definition. 

Definition 2.1. 

Let L be given and let 1 S P S 00. The almost non interacting control problem by measurement feed

back in the Lp -sense (ANICPM)p is said to be solvable if for all £ > 0 there exists Lc = (K ,L ,M ,N) 

such that with (x (0), w(O» = 0 there holds U zllp S el v21p and I z21p S £ I VI Up' 

In the remainder of this section we shall introduce further notation and recall some known results. 

Let /R (s) denote the field of rational functions with real coefficients and let /R o(s) (respectively 

/R +(s» denote the class of proper (respectively strictly proper) rational functions with real coefficients. 

/Rkxl(S) (respectively /R~)(I(S), R!xl(S» will denote the set of k x I matrices with entries in /R(s) 

(respectively R o(s), R +(s ». Likewise, /R" (s) (respectively R ~ (s), R! (s» denotes the set of all k

vectors with entries in /R (s) (respectively /R o(s), /R +(s ». 

Let G (s) E R !XI (s) be asymptotically stable and let 1 S P < 00. Then H G (s)llp will denote the Lp

norm of the inverse-Laplace transform L -1 G (t) of G (s), i.e. II G (s) lip = n L -1 G Ip. B G (s) 100 denotes 

the H"" -norm of G (s), i.e. I G (s)O.., = sup II G (s) II. With these definitions the following turns out to 
Res;::O 

hold (cf. Trentelrnan [6]). 
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Proposition 2.2. 

(1) Let P E {l,co}. Then (ANICPM)p is solvable if and only if for all £ > 0 there exists 

Xes) E JR'(tXJI(s) such that 

and 

(2) (ANICPM)z is solvable if and only if for all e > 0 there exists X (s) E JR '(t XJI (s) such that 

and 

Consider the rational matrix equation 

(RME) A(s)x(s) = b(s) 

with A (s) E JR!xl (s), b (s) E R! (s) and the unknown rational I-vector x (s). The following theorem 

is due to Willems [10] and plays a crucial role in the proof of our main result 

Theorem 2.3. 

Let 1 S P < co. The following statements are equivalent: 

(1) For every £ > 0 there exists xes) E Rb(s) such that IIA(s)x(s)-b(s)lIp S e. 

(2) For every £ > 0 there exists x(s) E RbCs) such that IIA(s)x(s)-b(s)I""S f. 

(3) There exists x (s) E JR I (s) such that A (s) x (s) = b (s). 

Remark 2.4. 

Consider the rational matrix equation 

(RME)' A(S)X(8)B(s) = C{s) 

with A (8) E JR!XI (8), B (s) E R~xq (s), C(s) E JR!xq (8) and the unknown rationall xp matrix X (8). 

It is well known that (RME)' can be rewritten as a rational matrix equation of type (RME) by means of 

Kronecker products (cf. Macduffee [3]). 

By Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.4 the following result follows readily. 
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Theorem 2,5. 
klXlt k"XA ",xii ",xl" ) IRke<ll () d 

Let AI(s) E 1R+ (s). Az(s) E 1R+ (s). Bl E IR+ (s), B2 E IR+ (s), C 1(s E + S an 

C 2(8) E lR k"XI,,(S). Let 1 s; P s; 00. 

Then the following holds. 

For all E > 0 there exists X (s) E IR oXm (s) such that 

if and only if there exists X (8) E IR 1tXm (s) such that 

Proof. (Sketch) Replace the two equations of type (RME)' (i.e. A I(s)X(s)B 1(s) = CI(s) and 

Az(s)X(s)Bz(s) = C2(s» by two equations of type (RME) denoted by 

A1(8)X(S) = hies) and A2(s)x(s) = h2(s) . 

Observe that a common rational solution x (s) to these two equations exists if and only if there exists a 

rational solution x (s) to the equation 

[
Al(S) 1 [6 1(S) 1 
A2(s) xes) = h2(S) . 

Now application of Theorem 2.3 and carrying out the above described procedure in reversed order, 

using some elementary properties of norms, proves the theorem. 0 
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3. On a common solution to a pair of linear matrix equations 

In this section we shall derive some results that are of great importance in the proof of our main result 

The results of the present section will be stated in tenns of an arbitrary field /F and deal with the 

existence of a common solution to a pair of linear matrix equations over /F. The use of the results of 

this section in connection with the previous section is obvious when /F is replaced by IR ($). In the 

sequel /FbI denotes the set of alilc x I matrices with entries in IF and IF" denotes the set of all k

vectors with entries in /F. 

For a given A e /Fbi, we will say that the rank of A is q, i.e. rankA = q, if there exists a qth order 

minor of A not equal to 0 (e IF), while every (q + l)th order minor of A is equal to 0 (e IF). 

In order to obtain the main result of this section, we shall need the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 3.1. 

Let A e IFPX1I. B e IF"'xq and C e IFPxq be given. The following statements are equivalent: 

(1) There exists X e IF"xm such !.hat A X B = C. 

(2) ImC {;;;;; imA, kerB ~ kerC. 

(3) RantA = rank [A. C], rankB = rank [~ ] . 

Proof. 

(1) ~ (2). See Willems [10]. 

(2) ~ (3). See any textbook on matrix theory. 

For instance Macduffee [3]. 

Lemma 3.2. 

Let A e IFPX1I. B e IF"'xq and C e IFPxq be given. The following statements are equivalent: 

(1) There exist X e IF"xq, Y e IFP'Klfl such that AX + YB = C. 

(2) Rank[~~l=rank[~;l. 
(3) C kerB ~ imA. 

Proof. 

See Roth [5]. 

o 

(1) ~ (2). 

(1) ==- (3). Take any vector u e kerB. Then Cu = (AX + YB)u := AX u, from which it is clear that 

C kerB {;;;;; imA. 

(3) => (1). Let {VI' V2 • ... , v,,} be a basis of IF" such that {Vi> Vlt •.•• v,} with t S q is a basis 

of kerB. Note that {BV'+hBv'+2 • ...• Bv,,} is a set of linearly independent vectors in 

IF"'. Extend this set with vectors bi e /F'" where i := 1,2 •... ,m -q +t such that the 

set {Bv,+1>Bvt+2 •. •. ,Bvq ;bltblt •••• b",-q+t} is a basis of IF"'. By C kerB {;;;;; imA it 

follows that for every i = 1, ... , t there exists a vector Wi e IF" such that CVj = AWj. 
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For i = t + 1 •...• q choose vectors Wi E IF" arbitrary. Now define the matrix 

Y E IFPxm by 

Y {BVt+hBvt+Z • ...• BVq ; b h bz • ... , b",-q+t} = 
= (Cvr+l-Awr+l>Cvt+z-Awt+z • . " • CVq -Awq ;Z1>%Z •• ••• zm-q+t} 

where for i = 1,2 •...• m -q +1 the vectors Zi E IFP are chosen arbitrary. Finally, 

define the matrix X E IF"xq by X {v h Vz • .•.• vq} = {w 10 Wz • ..•• wq}. Now it fol

lows that (AX +YB){Vh Vz • ...• vq ) = C {v!> VZ • ...• vq }. from which it is immediate 

that AX +YB =C. I] 

We are now able to state the main result of this section. The result provides new necessary and 

sufficient conditions for the existence of a common solution to a pair of linear matrix equations over a 

field IF. In our opinion the presented conditions are relatively simpler than the conditions found by 

Mitra [4], since the latter involve compJicated expressions with generalized inverses of matrices. 

Theorem 3.3, 

Let. for i = 1,2, Ai E IFPj'Xtt. Bj E IF",xqj and Cj E IFPjxq be given. The following statements are 

equivalent: 

(1) There exists X E IF ltxm suchthatAIXBl=ClandAzXBz=Cz. 

(2) For i ~ 1,2 : rankA, = rank [A,. Cd. rankB, = rank [~ ]. 

and 

(3) For i = 1,2 : imCj t: imAi' kerBi t: kerCh 

and 

f!:QQf. 

(2) .;::;. (3). Follows from Lemma 3.1 and 3.2. 

(1):::;:. (3). From Lemma 3.1 it follows that for i = 1,2: imCj !:: imAi. kerB; !:: kerCj • 

Take any vee"" [ :: 1 e ku [B I. B,] where "I e IF'' and ", elF". Then 

B 1"1 = -B z"z =; b. Observe that 
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from which it is immediate that 

(3) => (1). Let Bo E IFIftXTo with rankBo ='0 be such that imBo = imBl (l imBz. Detennine 
- IftXTl - IftXT2 - - - -B 1 E IF and Bz E P such that imB 1= im [Bo.B 1]. imB z = [Bo.B21. 

rank [B o.BI] = '0 + , I and rank [B o.B 21 = '0 + 'z. Note that 

rank [Bo.Bh B21 ='0 +'1 + '2' Hence, [Bo.BbB21 has a left inverse. 

So there exist WI E IF
q1Xill and Wz E pq:zXilz with rank WI = qi and rankWz = qz such 

that B 1 WI = [Bo.BhO] with 0 E IF
IftX

(qt-rO-
r

l) and B z W 2 = [Bo.Bz.O] with 

o E IFItIX(qrrcrrv. Partition C 1 WI and C z W z in the corresponding way. 

Hence C 1 WI = [Ct'.GhCtl. CzWz = [C z'.Gz,C21 with C t ' E IF
P1XTO

, C{ E IF
PZXTO

• 

G
1 

E pPIXT1. Gz E IFP:zXT2. C 1 E IF'lx(Ql-ro-r t) and C z E /FP'J1<{Qz-ro-rv. 

Because ker B 1 !;; ker C I and kel B z !;; ker C z it is obvious that kerB 1 WI!:; ker C I WI 

and kel B z W z !;; ker C 2 W z. Also it follows that 

[~I ;,]lrerIB"B'] = [CIOWI -c~w,]lrerIBI W"B,W,] = 

= [C~' ~' ~ ~2 _~, ~ 1 terID •• DIoO.D .. D~Ol = 

o = [cot' C1 0 
o -Cz -C{ 

= [cot' C1 0 -Ct' 
o -Cz -C{ 

where the last equality is due to the fact that [Bo.BhB 21 has full column rank. Since 

[~I ;,] ter IB I.B,] "Un [~:] i, w clear Om, Un [~~]" Un [~:]. Because 

if. has fuD column rank i, is also obvious that ter if. "ter [~:: ] . By Lemma 3.1 it is 

clear that there exists X. E F'- such Om, [~:] X .D. = [~::) 
Since imC t !;; imAl and imCz !:; imA z also imC l WI!;; imAI and imCzWz ~ imA z. 

By Lemma 3.1 it follows that there exist X loX Z E P"XIft such that A 1 Xl B 1 WI = C 1 WI 

and A zX zB z W z = C z W 2' 

Define X E /F"XIft by X [Bo,BhB 21 = [X oB o.X 1 BttX zB 21 . 
Now for i = 1,2 we have Aj X Bi Wi = Ai X [Bo.8;,o] = Ai [XoBo.Xj 8;,0] = 
= [C/o C; ,0] = Cj Wi' Hence, since WI and W z are invertible, X is such that 

AIXBI=CIandAzXBz=C2' [] 
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4. Main result 

In this section we shall state the main result of this paper. The result provides necessary and sufficient 

conditions for the solvability of the main problem of this paper in terms of some rank tests. Note that 

we use the notion of rank as introduced in Section 3 with F = lR (8). 

Theorem 4.1. 

Let P E {1.2,oo}. The following statements are equivalent: 

(1) (ANICPM)p is solvable. 

(2) For (i,j) = (1,2),(2,1):rankHi (sI-Ar1B =rankHj(sI-Ar1[B,Gj ] , 

rankC(sf-A,IGj = rank [£ j(sf-A,IG) • 

and 

[ H I(s1-A)-IB 0 
o ] rank H Z(8[ ~A r 1 

B 0 o -
C(sI-Ar1G z C(sI-Arl G1 

[ H I(sf-A)-I B Hl(sI-ArlGz 
-H,(sf ~A)-I G I ]. = rank Hz(sI ~Arl B 0 

C(sI -Arl Gz C(sI-Arl G1 

Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 2.2, Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 3.3. [J 
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5. Remarks and conclusions 

2.1. Let the system (1) be given and assume that for some p E {1.2.00 } (ANICPM)p is solvable. The 

following scheme describes how a compensator (2) can be obtained that achieves almost non interaction 

with a prescribed accuracy. 

Let E > 0 express the desired degree of almost non interaction. 

Compute X (s) E lR ,00/C/1 (s) such that 

and 

The latter can be done using Kronecker products and the procedure as described in Willems [10] (Sec

tion 6, Comments 1). 

Set F(s) = X (s)(/ +C(sI-Arl B X (s)r1• 

Now any realization of F (s) yields a compensator (2) that achieves the desired degree of almost non 

interaction. 

5.2. Denote system (1) by its matrices. 1: = (A. B , C. G h G 2. H It H,) and define the dual system 

'C"~('A'B'C'G'G'H'H') 'thA'~ATB"-CT C"-BT G·'·-HT H·'·-GJ he T ... .- J'1, • , 1. 2 , 1. 2 W1 .-,.-, .- • • .- .' • .- •• w re 

stands for transpose. Now the following, expressing the self duality of (ANICPM),. is immediate from 

the problem formulation as well as from Theorem 4.1. 

Let P E {1.2,00} be given. Then (ANICPM), formulated for 1: is solvable if and only if (ANICPM), 

formulated for 1:' is solvable . 

.i.3.. Consider the linear system 

i (t) = A x (t) + B u (I) + G v (t) ; y (t) = C x (t ) ; Z (I ) = H x (t ) 

with state space lR". 

Define the following subspaces in R": 

Vb*(kerH) := (xo E R" I for all E > 0 there exist ;(s) E lR:(s) and 

w(s) E lR~(s) such that Xo = (A -sl)l;(s) + B w(s) with II H ;(s)H, ~ E} • 

(To indicate that V,;(kerH) is computed relatively A and B we sometimes denote 

Vt(A,B ;kerH):= Vb*(kerH).) 

Sb*(imG) := (Vb*(AT ,CT ; kerGT»l . 

Here 1 denotes the orthogonal complement. 

It can be shown that the sUbspaces vt(ker H) and Sb*(im G) can actually be computed (cf. Willems [9J, 

Trentelman [6]). Also it is proved in Willems [10] that the following statements are equivalent: 
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(1) im G ~ Vb*(ker H). 

(2) There exists X(s) E 1R"'Xt{(s) such that H(sf -Arl B X(s) = H(sf -Arl G. 

(3) RankH(sf _A)-l B = rankH(sf -Arl [B G]. 

Analogous results can be derived with respect to Sb* (im G) and ker H. With these results the following 

statement is obviously equivalent to either one of the statements of Theorem 4.1. 

For (i ,j) = (1,2),(2,1): im Gj ~ Vb*(ker Hi), Sb*(im Gj ) ~ ker Hit 

and 

[

HI(sf-ArIB 

rank H z(sf -A r l B 

o 

1I1(sf -ArlGz 
o 

C(sf -Arl Gz 

.sA. Consider the closed loop system (3), obtained by the interconnection of system (1) and the meas

urement feedback compensator (2). From the frequency domain description it is clear that 

11 I.e (sf -Ae r l GZ,e = 0 and 11 2,e (sf -Ae r l G l,e = 0 if and only if there exists a proper rational matrix 

X (s) such that 

HI(sf -Arl B X(s)C(sI -Arl Gz + HI(sf -Arl Gz = 0 

and 

H z(sf -A r l B X (s) C (sf -A r l G I + 11 z(sf -A r l G I = 0 . 

Observe that all tmnsfer matrices appearing in the two equations are proper rational matrices (in fact, 

they are strictly proper rational matrices). Furthermore, note that the set of proper rational functions 

JR o(s) with the usual addition and multiplication forms a principal ideal domain. 

Consequently, if we have a result, generalizing Theorem 3.3, concerning the existence of a common 

solution to a pair of linear matrix equations over a principal ideal domain, then the problem of exact 

non interacting control by measurement feedback for systems as considered in this paper can be solved. 

,2j. While in this paper we assume the system 1: to have two exogenous inputs and two exogenous 

outputs, it is interesting to consider systems that have k exogenous inputs and k exogenous outputs 

where k is some integer larger than or equal to two. For these systems it is possible to formulate the 

problem of non interacting control by measurement feedback, both the exact as well as the almost ver

sion. As may be expected, the solvability of these non interacting control problems appears to be inti

mately related to the existence of a common solution to k linear matrix equations of type (RME)' over 
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the field m. (s) for the almost version and over the principal ideal domain m. o(s) for the exact version. 

The latter together with Remark 5.4 clearly motivates the search for conditions in the spirit of Theorem 

33 for the existence of a common solution to k linear matrix equations of type (RME)' both over the 

field m. (s) as well as over the principal ideal domain m. oCs). 
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